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Abstract—III-V compounds have recently attracted high ex-
pectation due to their potential to relieve the semiconductor
scaling constraints. Scaled indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs)
transistors have recently proved to operate as single transistor
DRAM exploiting the floating-body effect, enabling getting rid of
the external capacitor and minimizing the cell footprint. However,
extensive characterization of the interface quality and disturbing
mechanisms affecting the device operation are still required.
This work addresses the low frequency noise characterization
of these III-V InGaAs transistors focusing on their DRAM
operation. The experimentally extracted power spectral density
of current follows a flicker-noise characteristic which points to
carrier number fluctuations as the main noise source. However,
mobility degradation associated to trapping-detrapping carrier
phenomena has to be also taken into account to model the device
operation. Finally, the device dimension and the back-gate bias
dependence on the effective trap density have been evaluated.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, the limitations to accomplish the inte-
gration density requirements in the Moore’s Law have been
solved shrinking the transistor dimensions (particularly chan-
nel length) [1], [2], incorporating high-κ insulators [3] and
implementing new device architectures (FinFET, SOI, trigate,
forksheet or complementary FET) [4], [5], [6]. The advances in
the lithography (deep ultraviolet (DUV) and multi-patterning
techniques) have been employed to shrink the dimensions of
transistors down-to sub-10nm channel lengths [2]. Extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is being used to improve the
pitch resolution and further scale the gate length but assuming
an important increase of the manufacturing cost and complex-
ity [7]. At the same time, other alternatives to increase the
performance of the integrated circuits are being considered
[7]: Silicon channel material substitution [8], [9] and the
integration of multiple transistor levels in a three-dimensional
(3-D) scheme [10], [11] have been perceived as promising
alternatives to follow the Moore’s Law. High-mobility or/and
wide band-gap materials such as Germanium (Ge), silicon-
germanium (SiGe) and III-V compounds have been widely
analyzed with relevant results in high power, memory and
photonics applications [12]. Moreover, III-V material are also
promising for a potential 3-D integration, where a semiconduc-
tor layer is achieved on top of the processed bottom tier
device and interconnect layers, due to their relatively low
process thermal budget [13], [14]. In fact, active III-V layers
have been successfully transferred [15] and epitaxially grown
[16] showing outstanding performance. Regarding the memory

solutions, static random access memory (SRAM) circuits have
been validated employing InGaAs n-FinFET layer on fully-
depleted silicon-on-insulator CMOS [17] and capacitor-less
one-transistor dynamic random access memory (DRAM) cell
has been demonstrated employing n-type InGaAs-on-insulator
with a silicon back-gate [18]. This latter implementation,
denoted as 1T-DRAM, supposes a footprint miniaturization
approach removing the external capacitor and is one of the
best positioned alternatives in DRAM scaling. Some imple-
mentations employing several architectures have been already
evaluated in different silicon nodes [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].
In the 1T-DRAM approach, the charge that represents the
information is stored within the transistor body. Indeed, in
the case of this InGaAs 1T-DRAM approach, the operation
as memory cell has already been modeled and exhaustively
characterized in previous works demonstrating promising re-
sults with ms-order of retention times in devices scaled down
to a gate length of 14 nm [24], [25], [18]. In addition, it is
also reported that enhancing the top and bottom interfaces
quality, cell performing would improve as density of states is
related to the retention time degradation [18]. However, the
novelty of the fabrication and integration processes, the use
of high-mobility channel materials and the implementation
of a back-gate to modulate the body charge together with
the floating-body effect employed in the memory operation
may induce some doubts about the origin and behaviour of
the disturbing mechanisms. To shed light on the trapping
and detrapping events, the noise sources and the implications
with the device scaling, we have experimentally characterized
the low-frequency noise signature of these scaled InGaAs-OI
transistors operating as 1T-DRAM cell.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The n-type InGaAs-OI transistors on silicon substrates
were fabricated by metal–organic chemical vapour depo-
sition (MOCVD) at IBM Research Zurich [26]. Ultra-
Thin-Body and BOX (UTBB) InGaAs-OI sample fabrica-
tion began with a (100)-oriented InP donor wafer, then
an In0.53Ga0.47As/In0.52Al0.48As etch-stop heterostructure was
grown at 550oC followed by growth of an In0.53Ga0.47As
active layer. The wafers were loaded into an atomic layer
deposition tool and the Al2O3 buried oxide (BOX) was
deposited at 250oC, capping the active layer. The target
wafer was transferred to the substrate (100)-oriented p-type
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic transistor representation and (b) TEM image of one of
the characterized III-V transistors.

Si wafer by direct wafer bonding (DWB). Selective MOCVD
regrowth of the In0.53Ga0.47As raised source/drain (RSD) was
achieved using a low-temperature Sn-doping process. The
samples feature a residually n-type doped (ND ≈2·1016 cm−3)
thin In0.53Ga0.47 as channel layer of 20 nm thickness. This
thickness is enough to enable memory operation suppressing a
potential supercoupling effect. To perform the back gate (BG)
a Al2O3/SiO2 bilayer of 10/25 nm thickness is employed as
buried oxide (BOX) underneath the device body. Regarding
the front gate (FG), a 4-nm-thick Al2O3/HfO2 high-κ insulator
(1 nm SiO2 equivalent oxide thickness) is employed to ensure
good front-channel electrostatic control. Both source and drain
(S/D) regions are raised by 25 nm, reducing the access series
resistance with doping concentration ND≈ 1019 cm−3, while
9-nm-thick SiNx spacers are formed to isolate the gate stack
from the S/D regions. A device scheme and a transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image of a scaled III–V transistor
are provided in Figures 1.a and 1.b, respectively. Different
device lengths and widths were characterized directly in a Suss
PA-300 probe station. For the direct-current (DC) characteri-
zation Keysight B1500 is used, while the low-frequency noise
measurements were carried out by using a low-noise-current
amplifier connected to a software-based spectrum analyzer
[27].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Static DC characteristic

The transfer characteristic of devices with different aspect
ratio are shown in Figure 2.a demonstrating the proper elec-
trostatic control of the front-gate. Figure 2.b depicts how the
back-gate bias influences on the transfer characteristic of a 30
nm-length and 1 µm-width device. Regarding the threshold
voltage, the Vth of the front gate, when the ground plane is

Fig. 2. Drain current as a function of the front-gate bias for different (a)
channel lengths and (b) back-gate biases in a 30 nm-length and 1 µm-width
transistor.

grounded, typically range from 0 to 0.1 V. As the back-gate
voltage increases, the current flow gradually switches from the
top to the bottom channel. The inversion channel shifts towards
the back interface, flattening the current as it becomes more
insensitive to the front-gate electrostatic control (and reducing
the threshold voltage). This relation confirms the inter-gate
coupling effect [28], enabling the 1T-DRAM operation [18].

B. Low-frequency noise characteristic

The normalized drain current noise spectral density as a
function of front-gate bias for devices with different aspect
ratio and operating in linear region is shown in Figure 3. They
show the typical 1/f dependence according to flicker noise
characteristics [29], [30]. Moreover, for the very short channel
device presented in Figure 3.a, a 1/f2 dependence observed
at high frequency suggests individual carrier trapping at the
oxide interface related to generation-recombination or random
telegraph noise signals [31], [32]. The fact that the normalized
noise levels are similar regardless the front-gate bias discards
the generation of trap states for these operation conditions.
However, when a positive back-gate voltage is applied, the
normalized power spectral density of the noise presents lower
level, as Figure 4 shows. This fact highlights the importance
of the back-gate-channel interface and its contribution on the
noise level.

To corroborate the source of the noise for these specific
structures, in Figure 5, the normalized power spectral density
of the noise as a function of the drain current is depicted for
devices with different aspect ratio. According to the carrier
number fluctuations model based on the McWhorter’s charge
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Fig. 3. Normalized current noise spectral densities as a function of the frequency for devices featuring different gate lengths: (a) LG =14 nm (b) LG =30 nm
and c) LG =40 nm and for different front gate biases. VD =50 mV and W =1 µm.

Fig. 4. Normalized current noise spectral densities as a function of the
frequency for a device under different positive back-gate biases.

trapping theory [33], the normalized power density of the noise
should follow the equation [34]:

SID

I2
D

= SV f b

(
gm

ID

)2

(1)

where SV f b is the flat band voltage noise associated with
the interface charge fluctuations of spectral density and gm
and ID are the device trasnconductance and drain current,
respectively. To evaluate the fitting with this model, the square
of normalized transconductance, (gm/ID)2, is plotted in Figure
5 employing dashed lines. However, there is not a proper
fit for any of the characterized devices, especially at strong
inversion (high current levels), suggesting that the carrier
number fluctuation model, by itself, cannot describe the noise
level dependence. This normalized noise behavior, constant

in weak inversion and rolling-off in strong inversion, was
already demonstrated by Reimbold [35]. The Hooge mobility
fluctuations model [30] neither explains this behavior. In this
latter case, a reciprocal variation between the normalized PSD
and the drain current (∝ 1/ID) would be expected from weak to
strong inversion due to fluctuations in bulk mobility. However,
in our case, this reciprocal variation is only observed at high
inversion regime (magenta dotted lines in Figure 5) and not
for all the devices (30 nm-thick device presents a quadratic
variation with the current). Therefore, these results suggest
that the low frequency noise is dominated by the fluctuation
of the carrier number together with a significant correlated
mobility fluctuation term. This carrier number fluctuations
and correlated mobility fluctuations approach was proposed
[36], [34] and then extensively corroborated in Si and SOI
MOSFETs [37], junctionless devices [38] and also for III-
V structures [39], [40], [41], [42]. To model this mobility
dependence, an analysis including the supplementary mobility
charges µe f f due to the modulation of the scattering rate
induced by the interface charge fluctuations is included:

SID

I2
D

=

(
1+Ω
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)2

SV f b

(
gm
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)2

(2)

where the noise parameter related to the Coulomb scattering
coefficient α (≈ 104 Vs/C for electrons and 105 Vs/C for holes
[37]) is included as Ω = αµe f fCox being µe f f the effective
mobility and Cox the gate oxide capacitance. The normalized
drain current and input gate voltage noise can be related for
strong inversion as SV G = SID/g2

m and therefore, the the input
gate voltage noise can be described as [37]:

SV G = SV f b

(
1+Ω

ID

gm

)2

(3)
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Fig. 5. Normalized current noise spectral densities as a function of the drain
current for two devices featuring different gate region lengths (a) LG =14 nm,
(b) LG =30 nm and (c) LG =40 nm. Frequency f =10 Hz. T = 300 K.

If the trapping mechanisms into oxide are due to tunneling
process, the flat-band voltage spectral density can be defined
as [35], [34]:

SV f b =
q2kT λNT

WLC2
ox f

(4)

were f is the frequency, λ is the tunnel attenuation distance
(≈0.1 nm), kT is the thermal energy and NT is the volumetric
oxide trap density (eV−1cm−3).

Then, the previous expressions can be unified (at high
current levels) as:

SID
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D

= SV G
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The lack-of-fit between the normalized noise and the
(gm/ID)

2 dashed line observed in Figure 5 points that SV G
is not constant for the range of drain currents measured.
Therefore, an important contribution of mobility fluctuations
is expected for these devices. This can be observed in Figure
6 where the input gate voltage noise SV G has been exper-
imentally extracted from SV G = SID/g2

m. As observed, an
important contribution of the mobility fluctuations is expected
at high inversion regime. This contribution is modelled with
the second term in the parentheses of Expression 3 [37].

However, from expression 5, there are parameters whose
dependence with current and gate overdrive (VG−Vth) voltage

Fig. 6. Square root of the input gate voltage noise
√

SV G as a function of
Id/gm for three devices featuring LG =40 nm, LG =30 nm and LG =14 nm.
Frequency f =10 Hz. T = 300 K.

could not be neglected. Other works have demonstrated that
µe f f is gate voltage dependent while α is expected to decrease
with the drain current due to the charge screening in the
channel [41]. Besides, NT could vary with respect to energy
with a minimum in vicinity to the InGaAs conduction band and
increasing both above a below [41]. To clarify these aspects
parameters such as the input flat-band voltage noise (related to
the oxide trap density) and Ω (related to the effective Coulomb
scattering coefficient) can be extracted experimentally from a
plot of

√
SV G versus ID/gm as [43]:

√
SV G =

√
SV f b

(
1+Ω

ID

gm

)
(6)

Input flat-band voltage noise and Ω have been derived
from the experimental data through Expression 6. Then SV G
has been calculated according to Expression 3. Finally, the
complete model of Expression 5 has been evaluated comparing
with SID/I2

D experimentally characterized results in Figure 7.
The inclusion of the factor SV G yields an accurate fit for
the carrier number and the mobility fluctuations in strong
inversion. The fitting is less accurate at low inversion due
to the high inversion regime approaches taken in Expression
3. Moreover, discrepancies from the straight line could be
detected in short devices, particularly at very high inversion
regime, resulting in decreased fitting accuracy. Table I shows
the SV f b and Ω values for devices with different aspect ratio.
The coefficient of determination, R2 is also included. Values
of average gate dielectric trap density are in accordance with
these obtained in other III-V devices [39], [40], [41] being
higher than these found for silicon nanoscaled MOSFETs
[43], [38]. Regarding the relationship between the volume trap
density or Coulomb scattering coefficient and the aspect ratio
of these devices, there is not a clear trend. However, thinner
device generally present a higher volume trap density and a
lower correlated mobility fluctuations. This fact highlights the
importance of the border traps and effects.
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Fig. 7. Normalized current noise spectral densities (measured in solid and modelled in dashed line) as a function of the drain current for devices featuring
different gate region lengths or widths. Frequency f = 10 Hz. T = 300 K.

LG (nm) WG (µm) SV f b (V2/Hz) Ω (V−1) Nt (cm−3 eV−1) R2

14 1 0.47×10−8 6.70 1.18×1019 0.98
30 1 0.70×10−8 4.38 3.80×1019 0.94
35 1 2.60×10−8 1.81 1.63×1020 0.99
40 1 0.22×10−8 7.28 1.62×1019 0.99
50 1 0.89×10−8 3.44 8.05×1019 0.97
30 0.5 4.43×10−8 3.86 1.19×1020 0.87
35 0.5 12.2×10−8 0.62 3.85×1020 0.93
70 0.5 7.14×10−8 2.27 4.49×1020 0.98
80 0.5 3.18×10−8 3.67 2.28×1020 0.95

TABLE I
EXTRACTED VALUES ACCORDING TO EQUATION 5 FOR DIFFERENT

ASPECT RATIO DEVICES.

VBG (V) SV f b (V2/Hz) Ω (V−1) Nt (cm−3 eV−1) R2

0 0.70×10−8 4.38 3.80×1019 0.94

1 1.84×10−8 2.06 9.90×1019 0.96

2 2.94×10−8 1.21 1.58×1020 0.98

3 3.98×10−8 1.02 2.14×1020 0.85

4 3.73×10−8 0.96 2.01×1019 0.89
TABLE II

EXTRACTED VALUES ACCORDING TO EQUATION 5 FOR DIFFERENT
BACK-GATE BIASES IN A L = 30 NM AND A W = 1 µm DEVICE.

Finally, the influence of the back-gate bias on the devices
performance is depicted in Table II. The values of volume trap
density and Coulomb scattering coefficient have been extracted
for a 30nm-length and 1µm-width device under back-gate
voltages from 0 to 4 volts. An increase of the carrier number
of fluctuation dependence versus the mobility fluctuations is
observed when the inversion channel shifts towards the back
interface. This may be considered as a lower influence of the
mobility fluctuation when current is more insensitive to the
front-gate electrostatic control.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The low-frequency noise characterization of these III-V
InGaAs 1T-DRAM cells has pointed to carrier number fluc-

tuations as the main noise source. However, carrier mobility
fluctuations induced by these trapping/de-trapping carrier ex-
changes have demonstrated an important influence that may
impact on the 1T-DRAM operation and variability. Normal-
ized noise has been successfully modelled included both
phenomena for different devices. In addition, low frequency
noise characterization has demonstrated an important carrier
mobility fluctuation influence in wide devices which is limited
when the gate width is reduced or the back-gate bias increases.
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